Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s
Sunday Classes offered by BVBFTS

Sunday is a Life Changing Day
Sunday is not just a holiday, but it is a Life Changing Day.
• Only on Sunday we sit and think ‘what is wrong with me?
• It’s a Sunday we go and see the unknown world (visit new places).
• It’s a Sunday we take some time to see the God (visit Temple or Church).
• It’s a Sunday, when we relax, remove stress, dissolve tension and spend quality
time with likeminded people.
• We reorganize and settle down our emotional issues mostly on Sunday.
Now with Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan – experience Life Changing Sundays.

Join Sunday-2-Sunday training programmes

Who should join Sunday-2-Sunday classes?
		
Any one from following category should think of joining suitable
Sunday-2-Sunday programme.
1. It’s a Golden opportunity to everybody who is working somewhere, but looking
for a change in career. Now you can get trained and become professional,
after that you can change your job to enjoy what you really wanted to become.
Television is a career where you can get maximum job satisfaction.
2. It’s a Golden opportunity to every student who is persuing regular studies at
University, College or institute. Now you can think to build a career of your
choice, without affecting regular studies at respective College or University.
3. It’s Golden opportunity to all employed people who are nearing to retirement or
ready to take voluntary retirement. Now you can get trained and start your own
business which is challenging, satisfying, which is easy to start, and requires
very less investment. So now get ready to play second inning of your life.
4. It’s a Golden opportunity to all house wives who are perfectly managing their
house affairs, and harmony in family members. Now you can think of doing
something from home. In other words, you can become freelance Film Maker.
Yes. It’s possible, it’s easy, and we provide all guidance to start.
5. Our ‘Diploma in Life Management’ is targeted to everybody Who is Alive,
without knowing What Life is? Every individual always makes attempt to
understand ‘what is life’; but by that time he realizes that he has already created
considerable amount of damages to himself and his family. So it is advisable to
learn ‘Life Management’ as early as possible. Kindly attend our first lecture to
understand the concept of ‘Life Management’. It is free.

